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Reliability Aspects in Implantable Electronics
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Abstract: A description of the concepts used in
reliability assessments is presented in the context of an
implantable device design and manufacturing. The
failure rate and accelerated testing are presented
applied to hybrid microcircuits. Reliability and security
factors against external disturbances' e.g. electromagnetic interference, being extremely important for longterm medical implantable devices are outlined.

BASIC CONCEPTS
Electronics of modern implantable device include complex
digital devices, such as microprocessors, memories and
custom logic devices, as well as operational amplifiers,
analog to digital converters and others (Fig. 2), each
component having its own failure rate l. contributing to the
total failure rate of the circuitrv X 1".
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INTRODUCTION
Medical industry produces a wide specffum of implantable
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electronic devices comprising heart pacemakers,
defibrillators, neuro and muscle stimulators, drug
dispensing implants, telemetry devices. Variety of
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technologies are used, among them complex monolithic

circuits, hybrid circuits, advanced packaging

encapsulation materials (Fig. 1). In each of these areas, the
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Failure rates of different components and of the
whole hybrid circuit of a pacemaker.

The classic presentation of the/ailure rate time dependence
of a complex electronic product is to use a bathtub-shaped
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manufacturer must lead the entire electronic industry in
product reliability. More than 500,000 pacemaker implants
clinically proving their reliability ground a sound basis for
formulating a reliability analysis concept for an implantable
electronic device
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curve (Fig. 3). Characteristic of the curve is that it falls
steeply as the weaker population drops out. A standard
burn-out procedure is applied to translate artificially the
operation zero point to the beginning of the useful life
period of components and a device as a whole. Typically,
electronic devices are burned-inby applying power to them

and then operating them

in an elevated-temperature

environment. This has the effect of accelerating life along
the failure rate curve.
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Interdependent technologies and assembly
processes required for pacemaker function.
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In circuit design, the most common reliability technique is
the use of redundant circuitry. This solution is rarely
applied to implantable electronics. Any extra circuitry
consumes power and, therefore, lowers reliability, since it
shortens battery life. Features that extend the life of an
implantable device are typically used, i.e., a baffery end-of
life (EOL) detection mode. Progress in microelecffonics
enables new device options widening their medical

All

implantable
electronic devices independent from the differences in their
technological solution must satisff general special demands
of low voltage and current operation.

indications and automatic therapy choice.
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Time dependence of the failure rate of a complex
elecffonic device.
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In reliability studies, the failure rate is not known and must
be derived through observation. An accelerated stress
testing (the burn-out similar procedure) is used to find the
reliability of highly reliable devices by frnding and then
applying a stress that quickly generates many failures with
the same failure mechanisms [3] expected during normal
usage. The simplest accelerated test environment involves
only temperature. Temperature-accelerated tests can test for

diffi.rsion, electromigration, chemical reactions,
decomposition of materials, and other effects. The
acceleration factor depends in those cases primarily on
environmental temperature (Fig. a).
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depicts the survival function (probabilty of

EXTERNAL DISTURBANCES
Patients with implantable devices belong to the group of
people with higher probability to undergo extreme
procedures as a defibrillation shock, an electrosurgery
operation, exffacorporeal lithotripsy, or an NMR
tomography investigation. The effect can be electrostatic
discharge, shock wave, acceleration. A possibility that
external electromagnetic fields encountered in every day

life

(house devices, security systems, handy telephones)

of electronic implants
should be also considered and deminished.
An external field may cause a component failure, as well as
directly affect a patient via induced currents, e.g. in the case
of a pacemaker
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survival equaling a fraction of a set of devices expected to
survive) at different values of the constant failure rate: l"
:10-7, 10-6, l0-5 hourr (the FIT's are 100, 1,000 and 10,000
respectively). Applied to pacemakers that means that after
10 years of the pacemaker battery life more than 99oÄ of
devices still survive with the failure rate of 100 FIT.

may occasionally cause failures
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Thermal acceleration of electronic failure mechanisms (37 C operational temperature).

manufacturer

of

implantable elecffonic device has an

ongoing program on reliability control of l00yo of
components, as well as a whole device, based on military
standards MIL-STD-883 and MII.-M-385. and sometimes
going even beyond them. For predictive purposes constant
failure rates are used since they are readily available in such

sources

as the MIL-STD 217 Handbook t4l

With

constantly improving reliability the crucial point becomes
the search for appropriate accelerating stress methods [5],
e.g. high humidity bias temperature tests. Thus, e.g. for
pacemakers failure rates l, as low as l0-7 hour-r, or 100 FIT
(FIT is defined as failures/ lOe device-hours) have been
estimated with 90%o confidence level.
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Induced signals might result in erroneous identifi-cation of,
e.g. intracardiac signals and might lead to inhibition of the
stimulating pulse. Due to low-frequency magnetic fields of
higher amplitude Reed contact switches might occur thus

a

programmed algorithm

or even device

components. Security amplitude boundaries for induced
currents are defined and listed in safety instructions like,

e.g. DIN VDE 0750 of the German Society of
Electroengineers.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of the reliability concept a pre-production
prediction of an implantable device reliability is made
using published component failure rates and consistent
device standards. Components used to manufacture the
device undergo standard screening procedures: they are
shipped 100% burned-in by controlled suppliers, and 100%
of them undergo control for critical parameters and
examplarily - destructive control for internal quality. The
product after being built is qualified using accelerated stress
testing. If the accelerated stress shows that a design,
components or manufacturing processes are not capable of
the reliability standards required, the limiting components
or manufacturing processes must be improved until the goal
is achieved.
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Survival function at different values of the
constant failure rate 1".
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